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These proceedings contain research presented at the 6th International Conference on Dynamics in Logistics, held in
February 2018.The integration of dynamics within the modeling, planning and control of logistic processes and networks
has shown to contribute massively to the improvement of the latter. Moreover, diversification of markets and demand has
increased both the complexity and the dynamic changes of problems within the area of logistics. To cope with these
challenges, it must become possible to identify, describe and analyze such process changes. Moreover, logistic
processes and networks must be revised to be rapidly and flexibly adaptable to continuously changing conditions. This
book presents new ideas to solve such problems, offering technological, algorithmic and conceptual improvements. It
primarily addresses researchers and practitioners in the field of industrial engineering and logistics.
Retail ventures become successful due to a variety of reasons but major dilemma for retail entrepreneurs is the secret
formula for continued success. The book provides the entire gamut of carefully crafted success themes which covers the
retail business in its entirety. Competition gives the benefit of large product range, brands and competitive prices To The
buyers. Retail management is similar To The comprehensive management of a luxury liner that calls for round the clock
operations. Retail operations starting from vendor and retailer selections through which the business gets its full impact
when the customer gets the product/brand he wants, where he wants and when he wants. Virtual determinants of retail
success have been thoroughly covered in the book besides the regular retail business areas the book describe retail
entrepreneurs selection of dealers, their motivation for selling their products in preference to competitive brands. Sales
calls made on retailers by the principles, including call objective, call planning, call closure and feedback are highlighted
For The benefit of the readers.
The doctoral thesis investigates various strategies in the area of going and being international of retail firms which is of
undisputable relevance due to the fairly narrow research status and the increasing internationalization of retail activities.
Issues are investigated concerning the choice of retail market entry modes, i.e., the form of institutional arrangements
that retailers use when entering foreign markets, the retail format transfer, i.e., the management of internal processes
and the external marketing program elements and the coordination of retail activities, i.e., the implementation of the
marketing program by the organizational structure. Regarding this, three important research questions are addressed:1)
How do choose retailers their market entry mode in the area of conflict between full and shared-controlled modes and
how is this decision influenced by the internal and external environment? 2) How can international retailers transfer their
retail format successfully to foreign countries by standardizing or adapting the internal and external elements of their
retail format? 3) How can retailers successfully coordinate the implementation of their retail marketing program to
culturally diversified markets? These questions are investigated on the basis of established theories applied from the
international management literature such as institutional theory, the resource-based view and the profit maximization
theory. On the basis of comprehensive primary and secondary datasets, important implications are drawn for research
and practice. ?
Retail Management is the process which helps the customers to procure the desired merchandise form the retail stores
for their personal use. It includes all the steps required to bring the customers into the store and fulfill their buying needs.
Retail management saves time and ensures the customers easily locate their desired merchandise and return home
satisfied. Fashion Retail Management gives insight into the principles of fashion marketing, retail buying and
merchandising and imparts basic fabric knowledge - from fiber to fabric and fabric to garment. It gives an overview of the
concept of visual merchandising and lays emphasis on customer relationship management, brand management and
sales management. The various processes which help the customers to procure the desired merchandise from the retail
stores for their end use refer to retail management. Retail management includes all the steps required to bring the
customers into the store and fulfill their buying needs. Retail management makes shopping a pleasurable experience and
ensures the customers leave the store with a smile. In simpler words, retail management helps customers shop without
any difficulty. Retailing in any field tends to be an incredibly competitive process and customer-facing stores are perhaps
one of the tougher forms of business to manage. There is a lot that can potentially emerge to trip up even the most
experienced and diligent of retail business operators but with the right approach, there’s also a huge amount that can be
achieved. Here are 5 focus points that might be helpful if you’re looking to improve the way you run your retail business
and exceed your customer's expectations. Understand and Respond to What Your Customers Want Like a lot of tips, our
first one here is rather more easily said than done but that, in a sense, is precisely the point. Retailers need to do
whatever it takes to get to know their customers and to react to what they find out quickly. You might be able to tick over
by offering the same products in the same way as a matter of routine but lasting success can generally only be built on
flexibility and a willingness to change along with habits among your customers. Get to Know Your Competition Like every
other business around, retailers do not exist in a vacuum and it is vital for all manner of reasons that company bosses are
aware of what their rivals are offering. These days, retail competitors can come in many different forms, be it online or
otherwise, and bosses should frequently take the time to get a sense of the experiences being offered elsewhere.
Whether or not you decide to integrate certain ideas into your own operation, competitor research is essential because it
lets you know exactly what you’re up against and that information can prove to be invaluable. Invest in Your People The
members of a retailer’s workforce are the face of the business on a day-to-day basis and the way that they interact with
customers is very important. Hiring the right people to join your team is a key starting point but the story can’t stop there
and providing quality training should always be high on the agenda. This goes for staff on the shop floor, as well as
supervisors and managers. Always Look to the Future The past may well have a lot to teach us as business bosses but
for retailers it’s vital to focus firmly on the future. It’s important not to dwell too much on prior successes or failures and
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to remain as objective as possible as you assess different situations and dynamics. Every experience is a lesson but a
good retail manager will not be obsessed with what has gone before but will be quick to understand where opportunities
may lie for the future. Be Ready for Anything One of the great things about being involved in retailing is the sheer variety
of the challenges it presents from week to week and year to year. For those in charge of retail companies or operations,
there is a lot to be said for expecting the unexpected and being ready to react at all times. Ultimately, the aim should be
to focus on solving one problem at a time and not wasting energy on figuring out who to blame when things don’t go
quite according to plan.
Providing the opportunity to acquire a deeper knowledge of a key area of retailing management – managing the product
range – this important text is essential reading for those studying retail management or buying and merchandising as part
of a degree course. Challenging yet clearly presented, it links academic theory to the buying and merchandising roles
within retail organizations and current operational practice. It covers all retail operations which revolve around the
procurement of products, including: stock level management allocation of outlet space for products store design mail
order shopping digital TV shopping. With learning objectives, boxed features, review questions, chapter introduction and
summaries, a glossary of terms and international multi-sector case studies (including Reebok, Benetton, and The Body
Shop), this significant text is a valuable reference for those involved in the retail sector.
Forty-seven outstanding projects are showcased on the pages of Stores of the Year 20, the latest in the highly successful
Stores of the Year series. Featured are the 37 winners of the 43rd Retail Design Institute's International Store Design
Competition held in NYC in January 2014 along with the "10 Best of the Year", store design projects published in the
2013 issues of Retail Design International. All of these outstanding projects are showcased over multiple pages with
outstanding color imagery and concise editorial that describes the scope of the work, the goals and objectives, and what
was accomplished. Complete credit information from designers to architects to suppliers is listed for almost every project.
With more than 400 photographs, this volume illustrates the elements that result in excellent store design; architecture,
branding, store layout, fixturing, lighting, merchandise presentation and more. As in previous volumes in the series,
Stores of the Year 20 features a diverse range of stores: departments, apparel, accessories, sporting goods, home
furnishings, electronics, pharmacies, supermarkets, restaurants, and even banks and prototypes...from Europe, North
America, Asia, and Australia.
"This book presents some of the finest examples of how flagship stores, satellite stores and vendor shops are designed
with "visual clues" that build a strong brand image and how they carry their "look" from one store to another. Included are
over 40 examples of how store designers/architects create store designs that are adapted to different spaces, locations
and countries while maintaining a recognizable brand image. Also shown are scores of examples of branding as it
appears in store windows"--Publisher.
Papers presented at a conference.
The American economy is profoundly dependent on the success of its retailers and the strength of its consumer spending. Yet,
how do leading retailers create value for their customers? To a large extent this has been accomplished by streamlining operations
and a decades-long focus on cost cutting and price competitiveness. Today, retailers realize that they need to discover new ways
to differentiate themselves and attract consumer spending. The American Retail Value Proposition provides the framework for
building that differentiation and establishing a competitive advantage that goes beyond price discounting. This framework is based
on more than a decade of research, including hundreds of hours of interviews with executives from the world's leading retailers,
including Starbucks, Walmart, Apple, Amazon, and Lowe's. Whether you are an aspiring merchant or an industry veteran, this
book's strategic framework will help you build a solid foundation for your business in today's ever-evolving retail marketplace.
This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 12th IFIP WG 6.11 Conference on e-Business, e-Services and eSociety, I3E 2013, held in Athens, Greece, in April 2013. The 25 revised papers presented together with a keynote speech were
carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. They are organized in the following topical sections: trust and
privacy; security, access control and legal requirements in cloud systems; protocols, regulation and social networking; adoption
issues in e/m-services; new services adoption and ecological behavior; knowledge management and business processes; and
management, policies and technologies in e/m-services.
Contemporary Intellectual Property: Law and Policy offers a unique perspective on intellectual property law. It goes beyond an upto-date account of the law and examines the complex policies that inform and guide modern intellectual property law at the
domestic (including Scottish), European and international levels, giving the reader a true insight into the discipline and the shape
of things to come. The focus is on contemporary challenges to intellectual property law and policy and the reader is encouraged to
engage critically both with the text and the subject matter. Carefully developed to ensure that the complexities of the subject are
addressed in a clear and approachable manner, the extensive use of practical examples, exercises and visual aids throughout the
text enliven the subject and stimulate the reader. Online Resource Centre -Accompanied by an online resource centre which
contains the following: -Updates to key areas of law -Two bonus chapters on 'History of Registered Design Law in the UK to 1988'
and 'History of Unregistered Design -Protection in the UK' -Guidance on answering the discussion points from the book -Web links
and further reading
More than 50 pictorial reviews with insightful editorial highlight all the elements: store layout, fixtures, signage and display, check
out counters, etc, that make for successful food store design. All types of food stores are shown: From supermarkets to
convenience stores; delis to small specialty food shops; bakeries to wine shops. 500 photographs plus insightful editorial
describing the designer objectives, challenges and solutions make this a highly informative and inspiring book.
More than 60 pictorial reviews, with in-depth editorial and 400+ photographs, illustrate how leading stores promote and build a
store image with creative store design, visual merchandising and window displays. Showcased are flagships, prototypes, freestanding, vendor shops and stores in malls
The authors demonstrate the broad and complex topics of retail management in 15 lessons. Each lesson includes a thematic
overview of key issues and a comprehensive case study. International best practice companies are used to highlight managerial
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implications and the key discussion points.
A great introduction for retail students, this book offers a user-friendly reference guide to all aspects of visual merchandising and covers both
window dressing and in-store areas. Using examples from a range of stores from fashion emporia to supermarkets, the book offers practical
advice on the subject, supported by hints and tips from established visual merchandisers. It reveals the secrets of their tool kit, and
information on the use of mannequins, the latest technology, how to construct and source props, and explains the psychology behind
shopping and buyer behavior. Presented through color photographs, diagrams of floor layouts, and store case studies, and
includinginvaluable information such as a glossary of terms used in the industry, Visual Merchandising is an essential handbook for anyone
working in and learning about this exciting area.
This new edition is up-to-the minute with the latest marketing buzz, with revelations about the latest campaigns (including the disasters), great
illustrations, the latest on e-marketing, and now with full supporting materials for lecturers.
The second edition of this popular textbook presents a balanced overview of the principles of supply chain management. Going beyond the
usual supply chain text, Principles of Supply Chain Management not only details the individual components of the supply chain, but also
illustrates how the pieces must come together. To show the logic behind why supply chain management is essential, the text examines how
supply chains are evolving, looks ahead to new developments, and provides a balanced look at supply chains with a focus on both the
customer side and the supplier side of supply chains. See What’s New in the Second Edition: Expanded coverage of current topics such as ecommerce, risk management, outsourcing and reshoring, sustainability, project management, and data analytics Increased emphasis on how
customers are becoming more influential in steering product design Additional coverage of the use of data analytics to evaluate customer
preferences and buying patterns A new chapter devoted to logistics and its increasing importance in supply chains Company profiles of
organizations with effective supply chains that illustrate the main theme of each chapter A "Hot Topic" for each chapter, providing a
description of a critical management issue to stimulate class discussion A complete set of instructor materials for each chapter, including
presentation slides, test banks, class exercises, discussion questions, and more From the point of distribution to the final customer, all the
way back to the point of origin at the mine or farm, the text provides examples and case histories that illustrate a proven approach for
achieving effective supply chain integration. This self-contained resource provides readers with a realistic appraisal of the state of the art in
supply chain management and the understanding needed to build and manage effective supply chains in a wide range of industries. Most
importantly, it emphasizes the need for building and maintaining collaboration among all members of the supply chain.
"This book provides a compelling collection of innovative mobile marketing thoughts and practices"--Provided by publisher.
Introduction To Marketing 1 – 42 2. Emerging Issues In Marketing 43 – 66 3. Marketing Environment And Demand Forecasting 67 – 81 4.
Consumer Behavior And Market Segmentation 82 – 119 5. Product Decisions 120 – 152 5.1. Product-Related Strategies 153 – 174 6. Pricing
Decisions 175 – 189 7. Market Promotion Mix 190 – 198 7.1. Advertising 199 – 235 7.2. Personal Selling And Sales Force Management 236
– 262 7.3. Sales Promotion 263 – 268 7.4. Publicity And Public Relations 269 – 283 8. Physical Distribution And Channel Of Distribution 284
– 305 9. Marketing Information System And Marketing Research 306 – 341 10. Rural Marketing 342 – 357 11. Marketing Of Services 358 –
264 12. Elements Of Retailing 365 – 387 13. International Marketing 388 – 399 14. Marketing Control 400 – 413 15. Analysing Competition
414 – 430 16. Case Study – Marketing Cases And Analysis 431 – 448 17. Project Report In Marketing – Practical Study 449 – 469
Bibliography
The inside scoop on boosting sales through spot-on analytics Retailers collect a huge amount of data, but don't know what to do with it. Retail
Analytics not only provides a broad understanding of retail, but also shows how to put accumulated data to optimal use. Each chapter covers
a different focus of the retail environment, from retail basics and organization structures to common retail database designs. Packed with
case studies and examples, this book insightfully reveals how you can begin using your business data as a strategic advantage. Helps
retailers and analysts to use analytics to sell more merchandise Provides fact-based analytic strategies that can be replicated with the same
success the author achieved on a global level Reveals how retailers can begin using their data as a strategic advantage Includes examples
from many retail departments illustrating successful use of data and analytics Analytics is the wave of the future. Put your data to strategic
use with the proven guidance found in Retail Analytics.
Store Design and Visual MerchandisingCreating Store Space That Encourages BuyingBusiness Expert Press
Organized retail has over 4.2 million front-end retail staff and over 42 million in the unorganized sector in India. Over 70% retail front-end staff
are neither trained nor aware of all retail terminologies or handling of the customer. This book gives the reader a complete understanding of
retailing in the modern era and how to be a part of the retail front-end to support the retail business. Knowledge is power and this book can
empower understanding of the retail sector and various formats of retailing in India.
Retail Spaces: Small Stores, No. 2 features more than 50 of the most innovative new small stores from across the globe and from all sectors
of the retailing world. See how--with careful design and exciting visual presentation--small retailers are generating profits that rival their much
larger competitors and far exceed what the square footage would seemingly predict. This book is an invaluable resource for retailers, interior
designers, architects and visual merchandising professionals engaged in the future of retailing.
This book identifies the key elements and components in starting a retail business. It is a known fact that there are a number of aspects that
require attention in order to enhance the chances of success of the business. These issues, deemed to be essential in the running of a retail
business, include the following: focusing on the customer; being in the right merchandise; selecting suppliers; stock control; pricing for profit;
management of price changes; promoting sales; blending store activities for success. The book places the relevance and importance of these
issues in perspective and in a practical way illustrates the application of the theory. Activities are used to explain certain concepts and a
number of South African examples can be found in the book to illustrate certain principles. Introduction to Retailing is an easy-to-read book,
and offers students and business people alike a hands-on approach to fundamental retail issues.
The definitive reference on designing commercial interiors-expanded and updated for today's facilities Following the success of the
ASID/Polsky Prize Honorable Mention in 1999, authors Christine Piotrowski and Elizabeth Rogers have extensively revised this guide to
planning and designing commercial interiors to help professionals and design students successfully address today's trends and project
requirements. This comprehensive reference covers the practical and aesthetic issues that distinguish commercial interiors. There is new
information on sustainable design, security, and accessibility-three areas of increased emphasis in modern interiors. An introductory chapter
provides an overview of commercial interior design and the challenges and rewards of working in the field, and stresses the importance of
understanding the basic purpose and functions of the client's business as a prerequisite to designing interiors. This guide also gives the
reader a head start with eight self-contained chapters that provide comprehensive coverage of interior design for specific types of commercial
facilities, ranging from offices to food and beverage facilities, and from retail stores to health care facilities. Each chapter is complete with a
historical overview, types of facilities, planning and interior design elements, design applications, a summary, references, and Web sites. New
design applications covered include spas in hotels, bed and breakfast inns, coffee shops, gift stores and salons, courthouses and courtrooms,
and golf clubhouses. In keeping with the times, there are new chapters focusing on senior living facilities and on restoration and adaptive use.
A chapter on project management has been revised and includes everything from proposals and contracts to scheduling and documentation.
Throughout the book, design application discussions, illustrations, and photographs help both professionals and students solve problems and
envision and implement distinctive designs for commercial interiors. With information on licensing, codes, and regulations, along with more
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than 150 photographs and illustrations, this combined resource and instant reference is a must-have for commercial interior design
professionals, students, and those studying for the NCIDQ licensing exam. Companion Web site: www.wiley.com/go/commercialinteriors
Russell and Taylor's Operations and Supply Chain Management, 10th Edition is designed to teach students understand how to create value
and competitive advantage along the supply chain in a rapidly changing global environment. Beyond providing a solid foundation, this course
covers increasingly important OM topics of sustainability, corporate social responsibility, global trade policies, securing the supply chain, and
risk and resilience. Most importantly, Operations Management, Tenth Edition makes the quantitative topics easy for students to understand
and the mathematical applications less intimidating. Appropriate for all business students, this course takes a balanced approach to the
foundational understanding of both qualitative and quantitative operations management processes.
Dieses Wörterbuch knüpft unmittelbar an das Standard-Wörterbuch für Werbung, Massenmedien und Marketing/Standard Dictionary of
Advertising, Mass Media and Marketing an. Es unterscheidet sich von dem Vorgängerwerk dadurch, dass die Begriffe ergänzt und erweitert
wurden. Zu jedem Begriff finden sich die in der Marketingpraxis gängigen Übersetzungen zusammen mit einer kurzen Begriffsdefinition
und/oder Erläuterung. Damit wird es den Bedürfnissen von Nutzern in der Praxis gerecht, die hier verlässliche Übersetzungen und prägnante
Begriffserklärungen in einem Satz finden.
Christoph Schröder does one of the first attempts to analyze format transfers within the scope of different strategies, format elements,
countries and success with focus on the fashion industry. Three distinct format transfer strategies are identified. The empirically observed
design of format elements supports and extends the existing research. Fashion firms standardize their “Retail culture”, which acts as a
foundation for a successful format transfer strategy (core elements). New insights are provided with regard to format transfer into foreign
countries as well as over a timeframe of five years. International retailers face specific challenges with regard to the decision on their retail
format abroad, which is known as an important success driver. They may transfer their format elements unchanged or may adapt those
elements. One successful strategy is known to be an unchanged format replication, which is linked to the fashion industry.

The perfect learning tool for opening a new store or renovating one, this book covers: budgeting store design; lease
analysis and negotiation; working with designers; storefronts and signs; store layout and colors; retail floor coverings;
ceilings and spaceframes; lighting; interior signage; wall and floor fixtures; and putting it all together. Also included are a
retail lease checklist and a section on store floor plans. -- cover.
Your complete guide to the evolution, revolution, theory, and style of the modern store This comprehensive reference for
interior designers, students and architects- authored by one of the true trailblazers of store planning and design-provides
a complete overview of the growth of the industry, decade by decade, from the ‘50s to today …full discussions of the
theory and fundamental elements of store design… and numerous practical anecdotes drawn from the author’s vast
experience. You’ll find … Fully illustrated analysis of the most important store designs of the past five decades, focusing
on merchandising, visual merchandising, fixturization, planning, design, lighting, and color and materials Planning and
design theory and elements covering all the components of this multidisciplinary professional practice from design
strategies and programs through architecture to graphics and more Insights into the design process culled from the
author’s experience covering the full range of professional challenges Overviews of historic, cultural, socioeconomic, and
demographic influences on store design Definitions of store planning terminology and a complete bibliography For all
those involved in designing and planning the stores of tomorrow, this book is sure to prove a great inspiration and
practical help in the search for new, innovative, and effective environments in which to present and sell merchandise.
Buying for retail is a demanding and challenging job that requires a creative flair, a strong awareness of fashion trends,
life trends as well as good interpersonal and team working skills. Buyers and merchandisers have to ensure that the right
merchandise is being sent to the right stores, at the right time, in the right quantities. This takes a blend of forward
planning and rapid response to consumer demands. In combination with the other areas of the business, success comes
from maximizing profit, which is achieved through anticipating customer needs and responding rapidly to immediate
issues. It involves complex data analysis, liaison with the stores operation teams and balancing store stock levels. To
succeed as a professional buyer, you will need strong analytical and numerical skills, an interest and understanding of
consumer demands and strong commercial awareness. You also need to have an ability to understand and prioritize
issues quickly and efficiently. Progression into the Merchandising function also involves the ability to manage change.
The better equipped you are in your buying function the better you will be able to adapt to these changes. The best
change of all is to graduate from a good buyer to an outstanding one! To handle the complexity of data and to enable you
to contribute effectively in the critical role of a buyer, you need the right skill-sets and a right mind-set. Both of which can
be learned in The Art of Retail Buying. This easy to read guide is written in a concise & pictorial style with colorful images
that enables you to follow step-by-step each function of a buyer. The Art of Retail Buying will inspire you, motivate you
and encourage you towards merchandising excellence!
?The effects of in-store shelf design facility management factor influences consumer behaviorCan every store retailer's
shelf design influence supermarket and large retail stores shoppers' behaviors when they visit the stores? However,
currently many stores tend to build on traditional and repetitive design for their store shelf layout, it brings results in
outdated store layouts.Another important store shelf layout design aspect, retailer should consider carefully is the
allocation of products on shelves. So, it seems that efficient shelf space allocation management does not only minimize
the economic threats of empty product shelves, it can also lead to higher consumer satisfaction, a better customer
relationship.Why does supermarket shelves design is important? Any retail tore will sell product category within a shelf.
They can use the same nominal category, e.g. crisps next to light crisps, same food product shelf. Anyway, a goal-based
shelf display can contain several product, that determine a common consumer goal, e.g. fair trade. Hence, these two
categorical product structuring methods are also described in terms of how to put product, or food on shelf benefit and
attribute -based product categories. These shelf design food or product storing method will have more influence
consumers to choose to buy the supermarket or retail store food or products more easily, due to products, or food put on
their shelf very convenient and systematic to attract consumers' shopping consideration to the supermarket or retail
store.?Music (FM) environment influence consumer consumption desireIs it possible that shop music (FM) environment
can raise consumer purchase desire? In one shop or supermarket, it can provide soft music (FM) equipment to let
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consumers can listen soft music or songs in the supermarket or retail shop when the are staying to spend more time
shopping and whether soft music facility can be expected to raise customer individual value-added options to the music
facility shop in the supermarket or retail shop.Can the music facilities prolong consumers to stay in the store? It is
possible that tempo soft music can influence consumers to stay longer time in restaurants and supermarkets and retail
shops. It is possible that the different types of music (FM) in any supermarket, restaurant, retail shop owning music
listening facility shopping environment. It will have possible to influence consumers to prolong staying in their shops. For
example, one wine selling retail shop has classical music (FM) listening equipment to let consumers to listen when they
enter the wine shop, it is possible to cause consumers to choose to buy more expensive wine products. Some
researchers indicate when the wine shop owns classical music facility to let all consumers can list classical music when
they walk in the wine ship, it can evoke the wine consumers to choose to buy purchasing higher prices wine products in
the long term classical music listening environment. Otherwise, in a fitness sport center, musical fir and excite or popular
music ( FM) environment can attract fitness sport players' emotion to play and kind of fitness sport facility longer time.
Also, in one supermarket, the soft music facilities listening environment can persuade or attract food consumers to spend
more time in the mall consuming food or beverage also purchase other products more easily, due to they will listen soft
music to be influenced to choose to prolong staying time in the supermarket. It seems that it has relationship between
retail shop's music facility environment and consumer's emotion will be influenced by these different kinds of soft music
or songs to raise consumption desire in the supermarket, if some consumers like to prolong to stay longer consuming
time in the owning music facility environment's retail shop.
In an age of self-service stores, saturated markets and ever more demanding customers, the careful and science-driven
design of the point of sale has become a crucial success factor for both retailers and service businesses. In this book, the
interested reader will find a variety of hands-on suggestions on how to optimize the design of retail stores and service
environments to increase customer satisfaction and sales. While the focus is on the practical applicability of the concepts
discussed, the book is nevertheless firmly grounded in consumer and psychological research. In this respect it is uniquely
positioned vis'-'-vis books written by artists, architects and interior designers which lack a solid research foundation and
academic journals articles, which are often inaccessible to the educated yet non-specialized reader. In writing this book,
the author draws on both the recent research literature and his own experience as a marketing consultant and consumer
researcher. The intended audiences are marketing managers, small business owners and MBA students. Topics covered
in the book include: goals and relevance of store design; design tips derived from environmental psychology; cognitive
and affective approaches to store design and visual merchandising; use of ambient factors such as music, colors and
scents; creation of emotional experiences and theming.
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